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1 Introduction
Supersym m etry (SU SY ) [1- 6] provides an extension o f  the Standard M odel (SM ) that solves 
the hierarchy problem  [7- 10] by introducing partners o f  the known bosons and fermions. 
In the fram ework o f  R -parity-conserving m odels, SU SY particles are produced in pairs and 
the lightest supersym m etric particle (LSP) is stable, providing a possible candidate for 
dark m atter [11, 12]. In a large variety o f  m odels the LSP is the lightest neutralino (x1 ). 
Naturalness considerations [13, 14] suggest that the supersym m etric partners o f  the third- 
generation SM quarks are the lightest coloured supersym m etric particles. This m ay lead 
to  the lightest b ottom  squark (b1) and top  squark ( i 1) mass eigenstates 1 being significantly 
lighter than the other squarks and the gluinos. As a consequence, b1 and i 1 could  be 
pair-produced w ith relatively large cross-sections at the Large H adron Collider (LH C ).
1Scalar partners of the left-handed and right-handed chiral components of the bottom quark (bL,R) or 
top quark (£l ,r ) mix to form mass eigenstates for which b1 and q are defined as the lighter of the two.
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This paper presents a search for the direct pair production  o f  bottom  and top  squarks 
decaying into final states w ith jets, tw o o f  them  originating from  the fragm entation o f  b- 
quarks (b-jets), and missing transverse m om entum  (p!piss, whose m agnitude is referred to  
as ETpiss). The dataset analysed corresponds to  36.1 fb - 1  o f  proton -proton  (pp) collisions 
data at ^/s =  13 TeV collected by the A T L A S  experim ent during R un 2  o f  the LH C in 2015 
and 2016. The third-generation squarks are assumed to  decay to  the lightest neutralino 
(LSP) directly or through one interm ediate stage. The search is based on simplified m odels 
inspired by the m inimal supersym m etric extension o f  the SM (M SSM ) [15- 17], where the 
b1 exclusively decays as b1 ^  bx? or where tw o decay m odes for the bottom  (top ) squark 
are allowed and direct decays to  the LSP, b1 ^  bx? (% ^  t%?) com pete w ith decays via an 
interm ediate chargino (x ± )  state, b1 ^  t x ±  (% ^  b%±). In this case it is assumed that the 
X ±  is the next-to-lightest supersym m etric particle (N LSP) and is alm ost degenerate with 
X 1 , such that other decay products are to o  low in m om entum  to  be efficiently reconstructed. 
The first set o f  m odels lead to  final-state events from  b ottom  squark pair production  char­
acterized by the presence o f tw o b-jets, E ™ ss and no charged leptons (I  =  e, p ), referred to  
as the zero-lepton  channel (figure 1a) . For m ixed decays m odels (intended as m odels where 
both  direct decays and decays through an interm ediate stage are kinem atically allowed), 
the final state o f  b ottom  or top  squark pair production  depends on the branching ratios 
o f  the com peting decay m odes. If the decay m odes are equally probable, a large fraction 
o f  the signal events are characterized by the presence o f  a top  quark, a bottom  quark, and 
neutralinos. H adronic decays o f the top  quark are targeted by the zero-lepton channel, 
whilst novel dedicated selections requiring one charged lepton, two b-jets and ETpiss are 
developed for sem i-leptonic decays o f the top  quark, referred to  as the one-lepton  channel 
(figure 1b) . A  statistical com bination  o f  the tw o channels is perform ed when interpreting 
the results in terms o f  exclusion limits on the third-generation squark masses.
Previous searches for the exclusive decay b1 ^  bx? w ith the yfs  =  13 TeV LH C Run-2 
dataset at A T L A S  and CM S have set exclusion limits at 95% confidence level (C L ) on 
b1 masses in such scenarios [18, 19] . Searches in the context o f  m ixed-decay m odels were 
perform ed on ly by A T L A S  using the R un - 1  y/s =  8  TeV dataset and resulted in exclusion 
limits on the third-generation squark mass that depend on the branching ratios o f  the 
com peting decay m odes [2 0 ] .
2 A TLAS detector
The A T L A S detector [2 1 ] is a m ulti-purpose particle physics detector with a forward- 
backward sym m etric cylindrical geom etry and nearly 4n coverage in solid angle . 2  The
2ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point in the 
centre of the detector. The positive x-axis is defined by the direction from the interaction point to the 
centre of the LHC ring, with the positive y-axis pointing upwards, while the beam direction defines the 
z-axis. Cylindrical coordinates (r, 4>) are used in the transverse plane, 0 being the azimuthal angle around 
the z-axis. The pseudorapidity n is defined in terms of the polar angle 6  by n =  — lntan(6/2). Rapidity 
is defined as y =  0.5ln[(E +  pz)/(E — pz)] where E denotes the energy and pz is the component of the 
momentum along the beam direction.
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Figure 1. Diagrams illustrating the most relevant signal scenarios considered for the pair pro­
duction of bottom and top squarks targeted by the (a) zero-lepton and (b) one-lepton channel 
selections. In (a) bottom squarks decay to a bottom  quark and the lightest neutralino. In (b), 
decays via intermediate charginos are kinematically available and compete. If the mass difference 
A m (x ± ,  X ? ) is small, the W  bosons from chargino decays are off-shell.
inner tracking detector consists of pixel and silicon microstrip detectors covering the pseu­
dorapidity region |n| <  2.5, surrounded by a transition radiation tracker which enhances 
electron identification in the region |n| <  2.0. Between Run 1 and Run 2, a new inner pixel 
layer, the insertable B-layer [22], was added at a mean sensor radius of 3.3 cm. The inner 
detector is surrounded by a thin superconducting solenoid providing an axial 2 T  magnetic 
field and by a fine-granularity lead/liquid-argon (LAr) electromagnetic calorimeter cover­
ing |n| <  3.2. A  steel/scintillator-tile calorimeter provides hadronic coverage in the central 
pseudorapidity range (|n| <  1.7). The endcap and forward regions (1.5 <  |n| <  4.9) of 
the hadronic calorimeter are made o f LAr active layers with either copper or tungsten as 
the absorber material. An extensive muon spectrometer with an air-core toroidal magnet 
system surrounds the calorimeters. Three layers o f high-precision tracking chambers pro­
vide coverage in the range |n| <  2.7, while dedicated fast chambers allow triggering in the 
region |n| <  2.4. The ATLAS trigger system consists o f a hardware-based level-1 trigger 
followed by a software-based high-level trigger [23].
3 Data and simulated event samples
The data used in this analysis were collected by the ATLAS detector in pp collisions 
at the LHC with a centre-of-mass energy o f 13 TeV and a 25 ns proton bunch crossing 
interval during 2015 and 2016. The full dataset corresponds to an integrated luminosity 
o f 36.1 fb -1  after requiring that all detector subsystems were operational during data 
recording. The uncertainty in the combined 2015+2016 integrated luminosity is 3.2%. It 
is derived following a methodology similar to that detailed in ref. [24] from a preliminary 
calibration o f the luminosity scale using x -y  beam-separation scans performed in August 
2015 and May 2016. Each event includes on average 13.7 and 24.9 inelastic pp collisions 
( “pile-up” ) in the same bunch crossing in the 2015 and 2016 dataset, respectively. In 
the zero-lepton channel, events are required to pass an ETpiss trigger [25]. This trigger is
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fully efficient for events passing the preselection defined in section 5 , which requires the 
offline reconstructed ETpiss to  exceed 200 GeV. Events in the one-lepton  channel, as well 
as events used for control regions, are selected online by a trigger requiring the presence 
o f  one electron or muon. The online selection thresholds are such that a plateau o f  the 
efficiency is reached for charged-lepton transverse m om enta o f  27 GeV and above.
M onte Carlo (M C ) samples o f simulated events are used to  m odel the signal and to  
aid in the estim ation o f SM background processes, except m ultijet processes, which are 
estim ated from  data only.
A ll simulated samples were produced using the A T L A S  sim ulation infrastructure [26] 
using G E A N T 4  [27] , or a faster sim ulation [28] based on a param eterization o f  the calorim e­
ter response and G E A N T 4  for the other detector systems. The simulated events are re­
constructed  w ith the same algorithm  as that used for data.
SU SY signal samples were generated w ith M A D G R A P H 5_aM C @ N L O  [29] v2.2.3 at 
leading order (LO ) and interfaced to  P y t h ia  v8.186 [30] w ith the A14 [31] set o f tuned 
parameters (tune) for the m odelling o f  the parton showering (P S ), hadronization and un­
derlying event. The m atrix element (M E ) calculation was perform ed at tree level and 
includes the em ission o f up to  tw o additional partons. The M E -PS m atching was done 
using the C K K W -L  [32] prescription, w ith a m atching scale set to  one quarter o f the third- 
generation squark mass. T he N N PD F23L O  [33] parton distribution function  (P D F ) set 
was used. The cross-sections used to  evaluate the signal yields are calculated to  next-to- 
leading-order (N L O ) accuracy in the strong coupling constant, adding the resum m ation 
o f  soft gluon em ission at next-to-leading-logarithm ic accuracy (N L O + N L L ) [34- 36] . The 
nom inal cross-section and uncertainty are taken as the m idpoint and half-w idth o f  an 
envelope o f  cross-section predictions using different P D F  sets and factorization and renor­
m alization scales, as described in ref. [37].
SM background samples were simulated using different M C  event generator program s 
depending on the process. The generation o f  tt was perform ed by the P o w h e g -B o x  [38] 
v2 generator w ith the C T10 [39] P D F  set for the m atrix element calculations. Single- 
top-quark events in the W t,  s-, and t — channels were generated using the P o w h e g -  
B o x  v1 generator. For all processes involving top  quarks, top  quark spin correlations were 
preserved. The parton shower, fragm entation and the underlying event were simulated 
using P y t h ia  v6.428 [40] w ith the C TE Q 6L1 P D F  set and the Perugia 2012 [41] tune for 
the underlying event. T he hdamp param eter in P o w h e g ,  which controls the pT o f  the first 
additional emission beyond the B orn level and thus regulates the pT o f  the recoil emission 
against the tt  system, was set to  the mass o f  the top  quark (m t =  172.5 G eV). A ll events 
w ith at least one leptonically decaying W  boson  are retained. Fully hadronic ttt and single­
top  events do  not contain sufficient Emiss to  contribute significantly to  the background. 
The tt samples are norm alized using their next-to-N L O  (N N LO ) cross-section including 
the resum m ation o f  soft gluon emission at next-to-N LL accuracy using T o p + —+2.0 [42]. 
Samples o f single-top-quark events are norm alized using the N LO  cross-sections reported 
in refs. [43- 45] for the s-, t- and W t-channels, respectively.
Events containing W  or Z  bosons with associated jets, including jets from  the frag­
m entation o f  b- and c-quarks, were simulated using the S h e r p a  v2.2.1 [46] generator.
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M atrix elements were calculated for up to  tw o additional partons at N LO  and four par- 
tons at LO  using the C o m ix  [47] and O p e n L o o p s  [48] m atrix element event generators 
and merged w ith the S h e rp a  PS [49] using the M E + P S @ N L O  prescription [50] . The 
N N PD F30N N LO  [33] P D F  set was used in con junction  w ith a dedicated PS tune developed 
by the S h e rp a  authors. A dditional S h e rp a  Z  + je ts  samples were produced w ith similar 
settings but w ith up to  four partons LO , for the Y + jets studies detailed in section 6 . The 
W /Z + je t s  events are norm alized using their N N LO  Q C D  theoretical cross-sections [51] .
D iboson  processes were also simulated using the S h e rp a  generator using the 
N N PD F30N N LO  P D F  set in con junction  with a dedicated PS tune developed by the 
S h e rp a  authors. T hey were calculated for up to  one ( Z Z ) or zero (W W , W Z ) addi­
tional partons at N LO  and up to  three additional partons at LO . A dditional contributions 
to  the SM backgrounds in the signal regions arise from  the production  o f  top  quark pairs in 
association w ith W /Z/h  bosons and possibly additional jets. The production  o f  top  quark 
pairs in association with electroweak vector bosons (W , Z ) or Higgs bosons was m odeled 
by samples generated at N LO using M A D G R A P H 5_aM C @ N L O  v2.2.3 and showered with 
P y t h ia  v8.212. O ther potential sources o f  backgrounds, such as the production  o f  three 
or four top  quarks or three gauge bosons, are found to  be negligible.
For all samples, except the ones generated using S h e r p a , the E v t G en  v1.2.0 pro­
gram [52] was used to  simulate the properties o f  the b ottom - and charm -hadron decays. 
In-tim e and out-of-tim e pile-up interactions from  the same or nearby bunch-crossings were 
simulated by overlaying additional pp collisions generated by P y t h ia  v8.186, w ith the 
M S T W 2008L O  [53] P D F  set, superim posed onto the hard-scattering events to  reproduce 
the observed distribution o f  the average num ber o f  interactions per bunch crossing [54].
Several samples produced w ithout detector simulation are em ployed to  estim ate sys­
tem atic uncertainties associated with the specific configuration o f  the M C  event generators 
used for the nom inal SM background samples. T h ey  include variations o f the renorm aliza­
tion  and factorization scales, the C K K W -L  m atching scale, as well as different P D F  sets 
and fragm entation /hadron ization  m odels. Details o f  the M C m odelling uncertainties are 
discussed in section 7.
4 Event reconstruction
The search for pair production  o f  b ottom  and top  squarks is based on tw o distinct selections 
o f  events w ith b-jets and large missing transverse m om entum , with either no charged leptons 
in the final state, or requiring exactly one electron or m uon (for details, see section 5). For 
the zero-lepton channel selection, events containing charged leptons are explicitly  vetoed 
in the signal and validation regions. Events characterized by the presence o f  exactly  one 
electron or m uon w ith transverse m om entum  above 27 GeV are retained in the one-lepton 
selection and are also used to  define control regions for the zero-lepton channel. Finally, 
sam e-flavour opposite-sign  (SFO S) tw o-lepton  (electron or m uon) events w ith dilepton 
invariant mass near the Z  boson  mass are used for control regions em ployed to  aid in 
the estim ation o f the Z + je ts  background for the zero-lepton channel. The details o f the 
reconstruction and selection, as well as the overlap removal procedure are given below.
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Selected events are required to  have a reconstructed prim ary vertex consistent with 
the beam spot envelope and to  consist o f  at least tw o tracks in the inner detector w ith pT 
>  0.4 GeV. W hen  m ore than one such vertex is found, the one w ith the largest sum o f  the 
squares o f  transverse m om enta o f  associated tracks [55] is chosen.
Jet candidates are reconstructed from  three-dim ensional energy clusters [56] in the 
calorim eter using the anti-kt je t algorithm  [57, 58] w ith a radius param eter o f  0.4. The 
reconstructed jets are then calibrated to  the particle level by the application o f  a je t energy 
scale (JES) derived from  y/s =  13 TeV data and sim ulation [59]. Quality criteria are 
im posed to  identify jets arising from  non-collision sources or detector noise, and any event 
containing such a je t is rem oved [60]. Further track-based selections are applied to  reject 
jets w ith pT <  60 GeV and |n| <  2.4 that originate from  pile-up interactions [61], and 
the jet m om entum  is corrected by subtracting the expected  average energy contribution 
from  pile-up using the jet area m ethod [62] . Jets are classified as “baseline” and “signal” . 
Baseline jets are required to  have pT >  20 GeV and |n| <  4.8. Signal jets, selected after 
resolving overlaps w ith electrons and muons, are required to  pass the stricter requirement 
o f  pT >  35 GeV and |n| <  2.8.
Jets are identified as b-jets if tagged by a multivariate algorithm  which uses inform ation 
about the im pact parameters o f  inner detector tracks m atched to  the jet, the presence o f 
displaced secondary vertices, and the reconstructed flight paths o f b- and c-hadrons inside 
the je t  [63]. The b-tagging working point w ith a 77% efficiency, as determ ined in a sample o f 
simulated t t  events, was chosen as part o f  the optim ization  procedure. The corresponding 
rejection factors against jets originating from  c-quarks and from  light quarks and gluons at 
this working point are 6.2 and 134, respectively [64] . T o  com pensate for differences between 
data and M C  sim ulation in the b-tagging efficiencies and m is-tag rates, correction  factors 
are derived from  data and applied to  the samples o f  simulated events [63] . Candidate b-jets 
are required to  have pT >  20 GeV and |n| <  2.5.
E lectron candidates are reconstructed from  energy clusters in the electrom agnetic 
calorim eter m atched to  a track in the inner detector and are required to  satisfy a set 
o f  “loose” quality criteria [65- 67]. T hey are also required to  lie within the fiducial volum e 
|n| <  2.47. M uon candidates are reconstructed by m atching tracks in the inner detector 
w ith tracks in the m uon spectrom eter. Events containing one or m ore m uon candidates 
that have a transverse (longitudinal) im pact param eter w ith respect to  the prim ary vertex 
larger than 0.2 m m  (1 m m ) are rejected to  suppress muons from  cosm ic rays. M uon can­
didates are also required to  satisfy “m edium ” quality criteria [6 8 ] and have |n| i 2.5. All 
electron and m uon candidates must have pT >  10 GeV. Lepton  candidates rem aining after 
resolving overlaps w ith baseline jets (see next paragraph) are called “baseline” leptons. In 
the control and signal regions where lepton identification is required, “signal” leptons are 
chosen from  the baseline set w ith pT >  27 GeV to  ensure full efficiency o f  the trigger and 
are required to  be isolated from  other activity in the detector using a criterion designed to 
accept at least 95% o f  leptons from  Z  boson  decays as detailed in ref. [69]. The angular 
separation between the lepton and the b-jet arising from  a sem i-leptonically decaying top  
quark narrows as the top  quark ’s pT increases. This increased collim ation  is accounted 
for by varying the radius o f  the isolation cone as m ax(0 .2 , 1 0  G eV /p T P), where pTP is the
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lepton p t .  Signal electrons are further required to  satisfy “tight” quality criteria. E lectrons 
(m uons) are m atched to  the prim ary vertex by requiring the transverse im pact param eter 
(d°) to  satisfy \d°\/a(d°) <  5 (3), and the longitudinal im pact param eter (z°) to  satisfy 
\z° sin d\ <  0.5 m m  for both  the electrons and muons. The M C  events are corrected to  
account for differences in the lepton trigger, reconstruction and identification efficiencies 
between data and M C  simulation.
The sequence to  resolve overlapping electrons, muons and jets begins by rem oving 
electron candidates sharing an inner detector track w ith a m uon candidate. N ext, jet 
candidates within A R  = ^ / (A y ) 2  +  ( A ^ ) 2  =  0.2 o f  an electron candidate are discarded, 
unless the je t is b-tagged, in which case the electron is discarded since it is likely to  originate 
from  a sem ileptonic b-hadron decay. E lectrons are discarded if they lie within A R  =  0.4 
o f  a jet. M uons with pT below  (above) 50 GeV are discarded if they lie within A R  =  0.4 
(A R  =  0.04 +  10 G e V /p t )  o f  any rem aining jet, except for the case where the num ber o f 
tracks associated w ith the jet is less than three.
The missing transverse m om entum  is defined as the negative vector sum o f  the p t  o f  
all selected and calibrated physics ob jects  (electrons, muons and jets) in the event, with 
an extra term added to  account for soft energy in the event which is not associated with 
any o f  the selected ob jects . This soft term is calculated from  inner detector tracks with 
pT above 0.4 GeV m atched to  the prim ary vertex to  make it m ore robust against pile-up 
contam ination [70, 71].
R econstructed  photons are not used in the main signal event selections but are selected 
in the regions em ployed in one o f the alternative m ethods used to  estim ate the Z + je ts  
background, as explained in section 6 . P h oton  candidates are required to  have pT >  
145 GeV and \n\ <  2.37, whilst being outside the transition region 1.37 <  \n\ <  1.52, to 
satisfy the tight photon  shower shape and electron rejection criteria [72] , and to  be isolated.
5 Event selection
T w o sets o f signal regions (SRs) are defined and optim ized to  target different third- 
generation squark decay m odes and mass hierarchies o f the particles involved. The zero- 
lepton channel SRs (b0L) are designed to  m axim ize the efficiency to  retain bottom -squark 
pair production  events where b1 ^  bx?. The one-lepton channel selections (b1L) target 
SU SY m odels where bottom  squarks decay with a significant branching ratio as b1 ^  t%± 
and the lightest chargino is alm ost degenerate w ith the lightest neutralino. W ith  these as­
sum ptions, the final decay products o f  the off-shell W  boson  from  x ±  ^  X ° W * are to o  soft 
to  be detected. If the branching ratios o f  the tw o com peting decay m odes (bx°, t x ± )  are 
around 50%, the final state for the largest fraction o f  signal events is characterized by the 
presence o f  a top  quark, a bottom  quark, and neutralinos escaping the detector. Similarly, 
i 1 pair production  can lead to  an equivalent final state if the i 1 ^  tx °  and i 1 ^  b x±  decay 
m odes com pete.
5.1 Discriminating variables
Several kinem atic variables and angular correlations, built from  the physics ob jects  defined 
in the previous section, are em ployed to  discrim inate SU SY from  SM background events
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and are reported below . In the following, signal jets are used and are ordered according to  
decreasing pT .
• A ^ i n ,  m in [A 0 ( je t1 -4 , ETpiss)], m in [A 0 (je t1 -2 , ETpiss)]: these variables are the min­
imum A ^  between any o f  the leading jets and the missing transverse m om entum  
vector. The background from  m ultijet processes is characterized by small values o f 
this variable. D epending on the signal regions, all, four or tw o jets are used.
• H t : this is defined as the scalar sum o f  the pT o f  all jets in the event
h t  =  ^ ( p T ? ) ^
i
where the num ber o f jets involved depends on the signal region. In addition, the 
m odified form  o f H T , referred to  as the H T 4  variable, is used to  reject events with 
extra-jet activity in signal regions targeting m odels characterized by small mass- 
splitting between the bottom  squark and the neutralino. In H T 4  the sum starts with 
the fourth je t (if any).
• m eff: this is defined as the scalar sum o f  the pT o f the jets and the ETpiss, i.e.:
meff =  ^ ( p JTet)i +  Emiss.
The m eff observable is correlated w ith the mass o f  the pair-produced SU SY particles 
and is em ployed as a discrim inating variable in som e o f  the zero-lepton and one-lepton 
channel selections, as well as in the com putation  o f other com posite observables.
• E “ iss/m eff, E™iss/V H T : the first ratio is the E “ iss divided by the m eff, while the 
second emulates the global ETpiss significance, given that the ETpiss resolution scales 
approxim ately w ith the square root o f the tota l hadronic energy in the event. Events 
w ith low values for these variables are rejected as it is m ost probable that ETpiss arises 
from  jets mismeasurements, caused by instrumental and resolution effects.
• m jj : this variable is calculated as the invariant mass o f  the leading tw o jets. In 
events where at least one o f  the leading jets is b-tagged, this variable aids in reducing 
the contam ination from  tt  events. It is referred to  as m bb for events where the two 
leading jets are b-tagged.
• m T : the event transverse mass m T is defined as m T =  \J2 pTPETpiss — 2 pTP • Pmiss 
and is used in the one-lepton  control and signal regions to  reduce the W  + je ts  and 
ttt backgrounds.
• m ™ n: the m inim um  invariant mass o f the lepton and one o f  the tw o b-jets is defined as:
m ™ n =  m in i= i , 2  ( m ^ ) .
This variable is bound from  above by — mW  for tt  production , and it is used 




Contransverse mass (to -ct) [73]: this is the main discrim inating variable in som e o f 
the zero-lepton  channel signal regions [74]. It is used to  measure the masses o f  pair- 
produced sem i-invisibly decaying heavy particles. For identical decays o f  tw o heavy 
particles (e.g. the bottom  squarks decaying exclusively as b1 ^  b%°) into tw o visible 
particles v 1 and v 2  (the b-quarks), and tw o invisible particles X 1 and X 2  (the x °  for 
the signal), m CT is defined as
mCT(V 1 , V2 ) =  [ET(V 1 ) +  E t (V 2 ) ] 2  -  [p t(V 1 ) -  p t (V 2 )]2,
w ith E t  =  ^ /pT +  m 2, and it has a kinem atical endpoint at m ^ T  =  (m 2  — m X )/m ; 
where i is the initially pair-produced particle. This variable is effective in suppressing 
the top-quark pair production  background (i =  t , X  =  W ), for which the endpoint is 
at 135 GeV.
mmin(je t1 -4 , E “ lss): this is the m inim um  o f the transverse masses calculated using 
any o f  the leading four jets and the E ™ ss in the event. For signal scenarios w ith low 
values o f  mjmp, this kinem atic variable is an alternative discrim inating variable to  
reduce the tt  background.
am T2: the asym m etric transverse mass [75, 76] is a kinem atic variable which can be 
used to  separate processes in which tw o decays giving missing transverse m om entum  
occur, and it is the main discrim inating observable in the one-lepton  channel signal 
regions. The am T 2  definition is based on the stransverse mass (m T2) [77] :
m T 2 (x )  =  min m ax { m T (pT (v 1 ), q£ } ;x ) ,  m T (pT(V 2 ), qT°; x ) j
1 ,-.,(2) .- .miss L (. JqT + qT —pT
where pT (v j) are reconstructed transverse m om enta vectors and qT  represent the 
missing transverse m om enta from  the tw o decays, w ith a total missing transverse 
m om entum , p™ ss; X is a free param eter representing the unknown mass o f the in­
visible particles —  here assumed to  be zero. The a in am T 2  indicates that the two 
visible decay legs are asym m etric, i.e. not com posed  o f  the same particles.
In the case o f  events w ith one lepton (electron or m uon) and tw o b-jets, the m T 2  
variable is calculated for different values o f pT (v 1) and pT (v2), by grouping the 
lepton and the tw o b-jets into tw o visible ob jects  v 1 and v 2. T he lepton needs to  be 
paired with one o f  the tw o b-jets and the choice is driven by the value o f  m b^ (n) —  
the invariant mass o f the nth b-tagged je t and the lepton. If the tw o particles are 
correctly  associated, this value has an upper bound given by the top  quark mass. 
The value o f am T 2  is thus com puted  accordingly:
-  If m b^ (1) and m b^ (2) are both  >  170 GeV, neither o f  the tw o associations is com ­
patible w ith the b-jet and the lepton originating from  a top  decay, so the event is 
rejected since all control, validation and signal regions require the smaller value 
o f  m be to  be <  170 GeV.
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-  If m ^ (1 ) is <  170 GeV and m ^ (2 ) is >  170 GeV, am T 2  is calculated with 
v 1 =  b1 + 1 and v 2  =  b2 . This is done because only the first pairing is com patible 
w ith a top  quark decay.
-  Similarly, if m ^ (1 ) is >  170 GeV and m b^ (2) is <  170 GeV, am T 2  is calculated 
with v 1 =  b1 and v 2  =  b2  +  G
-  If m b^ (1) and m b^ (2) are both  <  170 GeV, am T 2  is calculated in both  configu­
rations and its value is taken to  be the smaller o f  the two. This must be done 
because, according to  the m be check, both  pairings would be acceptable.
• A : this is the pT asym m etry o f  the leading tw o jets and is defined as:
^  =  p t  ( j 1 ) — p T ( j 2 ) 
p t  ( j 1 ) +  p T ( j 2 )
The A  variable is em ployed in scenarios where the m ass-splitting between the bottom  
squark and the neutralino is small ( <  20 GeV) and the selection exploits the presence 
o f  a high-m om entum  jet from  initial-state radiation (ISR ).
5.2 Zero-lepton channel selections
The selection criteria for the zero-lepton  channel SRs are summarized in table 1 and have 
the main requirement o f  no baseline leptons w ith pT >  10 GeV and tw o b-tagged jets. To 
exploit the kinem atic properties over the large range o f b1 and X1  masses explored, three 
sets o f  SRs are defined.
The b0L -S R A  regions are optim ized to  be sensitive to  m odels w ith large m ass-splitting 
between the b1 and the X i, A m (b 1 , X1) >  250 GeV. Increm ental thresholds are im posed on 
the main discrim inating variable, m CT, resulting in three overlapping regions (m CT >350, 
450 and 550 G eV). Only events w ith ETpiss >  250 GeV are retained to  ensure full efficiency 
o f  the trigger and com ply  with the expected  signal topology. The tw o leading jets are 
required to  be b-tagged whilst contam ination from  backgrounds w ith high jet multiplicity, 
particularly tt  production , is suppressed by vetoing events w ith a fourth je t w ith pT >  
50 GeV. To discrim inate against m ultijet background, events where ETpiss is aligned w ith 
a jet in the transverse plane are rejected by requiring m in [A ^ (je t 1 - 4 , ETpiss)] >  0.4, and 
ETpiss/m eff >  0.25. A  selection on the invariant mass o f  the tw o b-jets (m bb >  200 GeV) is 
applied to  further enhance the signal yield over the SM background contributions.
The b0L-SR B  region targets interm ediate m ass-splitting between b1 and X1, 50 <  
A m (b 1 ,X i)  <  250 GeV. In these scenarios, the selections based on the m CT and m bb vari­
ables are no longer effective and the variable mmin(je t 1 - 4 , ETpiss) is em ployed to  reduce SM 
background contributions from  tt  production , w ith events selected if mmin(je t 1 - 4 , ETpiss) >  
250 GeV. N o m ore than four signal jets are allowed, to  reduce additional hadronic activity 
in the selected events. As opposed to  the b0L -S R A  criteria, no veto based on the fourth jet 
pT is applied. A  series o f selections on the azimuthal angle between the tw o b-tagged jets 
and the ETpiss are im plem ented ( |A0(b 1 , ETpiss)I <  2 . 0  and |A0(b2 ,ETpiss)| <  2.5) to  reduce 
Z  + je ts  background events.
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b0L-SR A x b0L-SRB b0L-SRC
Lepton veto No e /p  with pe  >10 GeV after overlap removal
Njets (p t  >  35 GeV) 2-4 2-4 —
Njets (p t  >  20 GeV) — — 2-5
PT( j 1 ) [GeV] >  130 >  50 >  500
PT( j 2 ) [GeV] >  50 >  50 >  2 0
PT( j4) [GeV] <  50 — —
H t 4  [GeV] — — <  70
6 -jets j 1 and j 2 any 2 j2  and ( j 3 or j 4 or j 5)
ET?iss [GeV] >  250 >  250 >  500
E ^ iss/meff >  0.25 - —
m in [A ^ (jet1 -4 , E™ ss)] >  0.4 >  0.4 —
m in [A ^ (jet1_ 2, Elj?iss)] — - >  0 . 2
A ^ ( 6 1 ,ET?iss) — <  2 . 0 —
A ^ (b 2  ,ET?iss) — <  2.5 —
A 0 ( j 1 ,E ^ iss) — - >  2.5
m jj  [GeV] >  2 0 0 — >  2 0 0
m cT  [GeV] >350, 450, 550 — —
m min(jet1 -4 , ET?iss) [GeV] — >  250 —
m eff [GeV/’] — — >  1300
A — — >  0 . 8
Table 1. Summary of the event selection in each signal region for the zero-lepton channel. For 
SRA, the “x” denotes the selection used. The term lepton is used in the table to refer to
baseline electrons and muons. Jets ( j i , j 2, j ’3 , j 4  and j s) are labelled with an index corresponding 
to their decreasing order in pT.
Finally, the b0L-SR C  region targets events where a b ottom  squark pair is produced 
in association with a je t from  ISR. This selection provides sensitivity to  m odels w ith a 
small mass difference between the b1 and the x ? , A m (b 1,x 1 ) <  50 GeV, such that a 
boosted  b ottom  squark pair would satisfy the trigger requirements. To efficiently suppress 
tt  and W  + je ts  backgrounds, events are selected w ith one high-pT non-b-tagged jet and 
E>miss >  5 0 0  GeV such that A ^ ( j 1,E m iss) >  2.5. Stringent requirements on the minimum 
azimuthal angle between the jets and Eepiss are not suited for these scenarios where b- 
jets have softer m om enta and are possibly aligned w ith Eepiss. A  large asym m etry A  is 
required to  reduce the m ultijet background while loosening the selection on the minimum 
azimuthal angle between the jets and Eepiss to  m in [A 0 (je t1_ 2, ETpiss)j >0 .2 , and relaxing 
the pT threshold on signal jets to  20 GeV.
5.3 One-lepton channel selections
The selection criteria for the one-lepton channel SRs are sum m arized in table 2 . Events are 
required to  have exactly one signal electron or m uon and no additional baseline leptons, 
tw o b-tagged jets and a large Eepiss. Similarly to  the zero-lepton  channel, three sets o f SRs 
are defined to  m axim ize the sensitivity depending on the mass hierarchy between b1( t1) 
and «  x ° .
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b1L -S R A x b1L-SR A 300-2j b1L-SR B
N um ber o f  leptons (e, ^ ) 1 1 1
Njets (Pt  >  35 GeV) >  2 =  2 >  2
6 -jets any 2 j 1 and j 2 any 2
Ejplss [GeV] >  2 0 0 >  2 0 0 >  2 0 0
ETplss/^ H T  [GeV1/2] >  8 > 8 >  8
m ^  [GeV] <  170 <  170 <  170
Ad>j  •rmin >  0.4 — >  0.4
m in [A 0 (je t1 -2 , E™iss)] — >  0.4 —
am T 2  [GeV] >  250 >  250 >  2 0 0
m T [GeV] >  140 >  140 >  1 2 0
m bb [GeV] >  2 0 0 >  2 0 0 <  2 0 0
meff [GeV] >  600,750 >  300 >  300
m mln(6 - je t1 -2 , ETplss) [GeV] — — >  2 0 0
A 0 ( 6 i,ETplss) — — >  2 . 0
Table 2. Summary of the event selection in each signal region for the one-lepton channel. For 
SRA, the “x” denotes the meff selection used. The term lepton is used in the table to refer to signal 
electrons and muons. Jets ( ji ,  j 2) are labelled with an index corresponding to their decreasing 
order in pT.
The b1L -S R A  regions are optim ized for m odels w ith large A m ( 6 1,% 0): events are re­
quired to  have large ETpiss and Emlss/\ /H T  and A ^ m  above 0.4 to  reduce the m ultijet 
background contributions to  negligible levels. Requirem ents on the m T and am T 2  variables 
to  be above 140 GeV and 250 GeV, respectively, are set to  reject W  + je ts  and tt  events 
whilst the selection on the invariant mass o f  the tw o b-jets (m bb >  200 GeV) is applied to  
further enhance the signal yield over the SM background contributions. T w o increm en­
tal thresholds are finally im posed on m eff (600 and 750 GeV) to  define tw o overlapping 
signal regions.
The b1L-SR B  region is designed to  be sensitive to  com pressed mass spectra, hence low 
m bb is expected, and the selections on the m T and am T 2  variables must be relaxed to  avoid 
loss o f  signal events. The m in[m T (b-jet, Em lss)] is em ployed to  discrim inate signal from  ti 
events, which is the dom inant SM background contribution.
A  third region, referred to  as b1L-SR A 300-2j, is defined similarly to  the b lL -S R A s  but 
requiring no extra jets beside the tw o 6 -jets and m eff above 300 GeV. Such a selection also 
targets SU SY m odels characterized by com pressed mass spectra. It is kinem atically similar 
to  the signal region in the Run-1 analysis [20] w ith a veto requirement on the num ber o f 
jets w ith pT >  50 GeV.
6 Background estimation
M onte Carlo simulation is used to  estim ate the background yield in the signal regions. 
The M C  prediction for the m ajor backgrounds is norm alized to  data in control regions
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(C R ) constructed to  enhance a particular background and to  be kinem atically similar but 
m utually exclusive to  the signal regions. The control regions are defined by explicitly 
requiring the presence o f  one or tw o leptons (electrons or m uons) in the final state together 
w ith further selection criteria similar to  those o f  the corresponding signal region. To ensure 
that the b0L and b1L analyses can be statistically com bined, the CRs associated w ith b0L 
and b1L SRs are m utually exclusive, w ith the exception  o f  the single-top C R , where the 
same C R  is used for both  channels.
The expected  SM backgrounds are determ ined separately for each SR with a profile 
likelihood fit [78] , referred to  as the background-only fit. The fit uses as a constraint the 
observed event yields in a set o f associated CRs to  adjust the norm alization o f the main 
backgrounds, assuming that no signal is present. The inputs to  the fit for each SR include 
the num ber o f  events observed in its associated C R s and the num ber o f  events predicted by 
sim ulation in each region for all background processes. The latter are described by Poisson 
statistics. The system atic uncertainties in the expected  values are included in the fit as 
nuisance parameters. T hey are constrained by Gaussian distributions w ith widths corre­
sponding to  the sizes o f the uncertainties and are treated as correlated, when appropriate, 
between the various regions. The product o f  the various probability density functions forms 
the likelihood, which the fit m axim izes by adjusting the background norm alization and the 
nuisance parameters. Finally, the reliability o f  the M C  extrapolation  o f  the SM background 
estim ate outside o f  the control regions is evaluated in several validation regions (V R s).
6.1 Background estimation in the zero-lepton signal regions
The main SM background in the b0L signal regions is from  the production  o f  Z  + je ts  
followed by invisible decays o f  the Z  boson. The production  o f  top  quark pairs, single top  
quarks and W  + je ts  also results in im portant backgrounds, w ith their relative contributions 
depending on the specific SR considered. Full details o f  the C R  definitions are given in 
tables 3  and 4 .
Three same-flavour opposite-sign  (SFO S) tw o-lepton  (electron or muon) control regions 
w ith dilepton invariant mass near the Z  boson mass (76 <  m u  <  106 GeV) and tw o b- 
tagged jets provide data samples dom inated by Z boson  production . Signal leptons are 
considered, w ith the threshold for the second lepton pT loosened to  20 GeV. For these 
control regions, labelled in the follow ing as b0L -C R zA , b0L -C R zB  and b0L -C R zC , the p e  
o f  the leptons is added vectorially to  the p™ ss to  m im ic the expected  missing transverse 
m om entum  spectrum  o f  Z  ^  v t  events, and is indicated in the follow ing as Emiss,cor (lepton 
corrected). In addition, a selection is applied to  the uncorrected Eepiss o f the event, in order 
to  further enhance the Z  boson  contribution.
Events w ith one charged lepton in the final state are used to  define control regions 
dom inated by W  + je ts  and top  quark production  by requiring either one or tw o b-tagged 
jets, respectively. Selections on the variable mT are used to  ensure that the lepton originates 
from  a W  decay. For the CRs corresponding to  b0L -S R A , the contribution  from  ttt and 
single top  quark production  are separated by applying the selection m bb <  200 GeV and 
m bb >  200 GeV, respectively. To further enhance the single-top-quark contribution, a 
selection on the m inim um  invariant mass o f  the lepton and one o f  the b-jets, m ™  >
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b0L- CRzA CRttA CRstA CRwA CRzB CRttB CRwB
Number of leptons (1 = e, p) 2 SFOS 1 1 1 2 SFOS 1 1
px(ti) [GeV] > 90 > 27 > 27 > 27 > 27 > 27 > 27
Pt (G) [GeV] > 20 — — — > 20 — —
mu [GeV] [76 -106] — — — [76-106] — —
Njets (pt > 35 GeV) 2-4 2-4 2-4 2-4 2-4 2-4 2-4
Pt ( ji) [GeV] > 50 > 130 - > 130 > 50 > 50 > 50
Pt (j2 ) [GeV] > 50 > 50 > 50 > 50 > 50 > 50 > 50
Pt (j'4 ) [GeV] < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 — — —
b-jets ji and j2 ji and j ji and j 2 j i any 2 any 2 any 2
E5?iss [GeV] < 100 > 200 > 200 > 200 < 100 > 100 > 100
£miss’cor [GeV] > 100 — — — > 200 — —
E^iss/meff > 0.25 > 0.25 > 0.25 > 0.25 — — —
min[A^(jeti-4 , Emiss)] — > 0.4 > 0.4 > 0.4 > 0.4 > 0.4 > 0.4
mT [GeV] — — — > 30 — > 30 > 30
mbb [GeV] > 200 < 200 > 200 mbj > 200 — — —
mcT [GeV] > 250 > 250 > 250 > 250 — — —
mmin [GeV] — — > 170 — — — —
mm?in(jeti_4, Emiss) [GeV] — — — — > 200 > 200 > 250
A^(bi,ETpiss) — — — — — < 2.0 < 2.0
A^(b2, Emiss) — — — — — < 2.5 —
T able 3. Summary of the event selection in each control region corresponding to b0L-SRA and 
b0L-SRB. The term lepton is used in the table to refer to signal electrons and muons. Jets ( j  1, 
j 2, j 3  and j 4) and leptons (1 i and l 2) are labelled with an index corresponding to their decreasing 
order in pT.
b0L- CRzC CRttC CRwC
Number of leptons (1 =  e, p) 2 SFOS 1 1
PT(fi) [GeV] >  27 >  27 >  27
Pt (12) [GeV] >  2 0 — —
m « [GeV] [76 -106] — —
Njets (Pt >  20 GeV) 2-5 2-5 2-5
Leading jet pt [GeV] >  250 >  500 > 500
b-jets j 2 and (j'3 or j 4 ) j 2 and (j '3 or j'4 ) j 2
E miss [GeV] <  1 0 0 >  1 0 0 > 1 0 0
E miss,c°r [GeV] >  2 0 0 — —
mT [GeV] — > 30 [30-120]
meff [GeV] >  500 >  1300 > 500
mjj [GeV] >  2 0 0 >  2 0 0 > 2 0 0
HT 4  [GeV] <  70 <  70 <  70
A >  0.5 >  0.5 >  0 . 8
A  j  Emiss) >  2.5 >  2.5 >  2.5
T able  4. Summary of the event selection in each control region corresponding to b0L-SRC. The 
term lepton is used in the table to refer to signal electrons and muons. Jets ( j i ,  j 2, j 3  and j 4) and 
leptons (1 i and £2) are labelled with an index corresponding to their decreasing order in pT.
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170 GeV is applied. For the CRs corresponding to  b0L-SR B , selections on the azimuthal 
angle between the 6 -jets and the £Tpiss value are applied to  enhance the tt  and W  + je ts  
contributions, while the single-top-quark background is estim ated from  M C  simulation. 
The CRs corresponding to  the b0L-SR C  are defined w ith one or tw o 6 -jets to  enhance 
the tt  and W  + je ts  contributions, respectively. Finally, the single top  quark production  is 
estim ated using the M C  norm alization.
The contributions from  dibosons ( W W , W Z , Z Z ), tt production  associated with W  
and Z  bosons, and other rare backgrounds are estim ated from  M C  sim ulation for both  
the signal and the control regions and included in the fit procedure, and are allowed to  
vary within their norm alization uncertainty. The background from  m ultijet production  
is estim ated from  data using a procedure described in detail in ref. [79] and m odified to  
account for the heavy flavour o f  the jets. The contribution  from  m ultijet production  in all 
regions is found to  be negligible.
In total, four CRs are defined for the b0L -S R A  to  estim ate the contributions from  
W  + jets , Z  + jets , tt and single top  quark production  independently, while three CRs are 
defined for each o f  the b0L-SR B  and b0L-SR C  to  estim ate W  + jets , Z  + je ts  and tt. The 
£Tpiss distribution in b0L -C R w A  and b0L -C R zC  is shown in figures 2a and 2 b , where good  
agreement w ith the SM prediction is achieved after the background-only fit. The yields 
in all these CRs are shown in figure 3 and com pared to  the M C  predictions before the 
likelihood fit is perform ed, including only the statistical uncertainty o f  the M C samples. 
The bottom  panel shows the value o f  the norm alization factors, p , used for each o f  the 
backgrounds fitted and given taking into account statistical and detector-related system atic 
uncertainties.
As a further validation, tw o alternative m ethods are used to  estim ate the Z + je ts  con ­
tribution. The first m ethod exploits the similarity o f the Z + je ts  and 7  + je ts  processes [79]. 
For a photon  with p x  significantly larger than the mass o f  the Z  boson, the kinem atics o f 
Y + jets events strongly resemble those o f Z  + je ts  events. A  set o f dedicated control regions 
is defined by requiring one isolated photon  with pT >  145 GeV. The pT o f the photon  is 
vectorially added to  the p™ ss, and the m agnitude o f this sum is used to  replace the E ™ ss- 
based selections. The yields are then propagated to  the SRs using a reweighting factor 
derived using the M C  simulation. This factor takes into account the different kinematics 
o f  the tw o processes and residual effects arising from  the different geom etrical acceptance 
and reconstruction efficiency for photons. In the second alternative m ethod, applied to  
b0L -S R A  only, the M C  sim ulation is used to  verify that the shape o f the m CT distribution 
for events w ith no 6 -tagged jets is com patib le w ith the shape o f  the m Ct  distribution for 
events where tw o 6 -tagged jets are present. A  new highly populated Z  + je ts  C R  is de­
fined, selecting Z  ^  H  events w ith no 6 -tagged jets. The m CT d istribution in this C R  is 
constructed  using the tw o leading jets and is used to  estim ate the shape o f the m CT distri­
bution  in the b0L -SR A , whilst the norm alization in SR A  is rescaled based on the ratio in 
data o f  Z  ^  H  events w ith no 6 -tagged jets to  events w ith tw o 6 -tagged jets. Additional 
M C -based corrections are applied to  take into account the tw o-lepton  selection in this C R . 
The tw o alternative m ethods are in agreement within uncertainties w ith the estim ates o b ­
tained w ith the profile likelihood fit to  the control regions. Experim ental and theoretical
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system atic uncertainties in the estim ates from  the nom inal and alternative m ethods are 
taken into account (see section 7) .
6.2 Background estimation in the one-lepton signal regions
The main SM background in the b1L signal regions is the production  o f  tt  and single- 
top-quark events in the W t  channel. T w o control regions (b1 L -C R ttA  and b1L -C R ttB ) 
where the tt  production  is enhanced are defined by inverting the am T2 selection. In 
the case o f b1L -C R ttA  the m bb selection is also inverted, while for b1L -C R ttB  the 
m in[m x(b-jet, ETplss)] requirement is inverted. To allow a statistical com bination  o f  the 
results from  the b0L -S R A  and b1L -S R A  regions the corresponding tt  C R s are defined 
to  be orthogonal via the m Ct  selection. The single-top-quark contribution  is estim ated 
w ith the same C R  em ployed by the b0L analysis. In the case o f  b1L-SR B  the production  
o f  W  + je ts  is no longer negligible, and is estim ated by using a dedicated control region 
b1L -C R w B , where on ly one b-tagged je t is required. In total, tw o CRs are used to  estim ate 
the event yields in b1L -S R A  and three C R s to  estim ate the yields in b1L -SR B . Full details 
o f  the C R  selections are given in table 5 . The distribution o f m bb in b1L -C R stA  and o f  m T 
in b1L -C R ttB  are presented in figures 2c and 2d to  show the level o f  agreement achieved 
after the background-only fit.
The yields in all these CRs are also shown in figure 3 and com pared to  the direct 
M C  prediction before the likelihood fit is perform ed. The norm alization parameters re­
ported  for each SR  and SM background process include the statistical and detector-related 
system atic uncertainties. The decrease o f the param eter from  SR A  to  SRC is related 
to  m ism odelling in the description o f  tt processes by P o w h e g  + P y t h ia  6  M C  samples. 
Previous analyses [80] also found norm alization factors considerably smaller than unity 
for tt  background processes in similar regions o f  phase space. The W  + je ts  and Z  + je ts  
norm alization factors are larger than unity. This is possibly related to  the fact that in the 
default S h e rp a  2.2.1 the heavy-flavour production  fractions are not consistent w ith the 
measured values [81] .
6.3 Validation regions
The results o f  the background-only fit to  the C R s are extrapolated  to  a set o f  V R s defined 
to  be similar to  the SRs, w ith som e o f  the selection criteria m odified to  enhance the 
background contribution, while m aintaining a small signal contribution. For each SR, one 
or m ore V R s are defined starting from  the SR  definition and inverting or changing some 
o f  the selections as sum m arized in table 6 .
The num ber o f  events predicted by the background-only fit is com pared to  the data 
in the upper panel o f  figure 4 . The pull, defined by the difference between the observed 
num ber o f  events (n obs) and the predicted background yield (n pred) divided by the total 
uncertainty (a tot), is shown for each region in the lower panel. N o evidence o f  significant 
background m ism odelling is observed in the V R s.
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b1L- CRttA CRstA CRttB CRstB CRwB
Number of leptons (f =  e, p) 1 1 1 1 1
p e(f) [GeV] > 27 >  27 > 27 >  27 >  27
Njets (pt  >  35 GeV) >  2 [2-4] >  2 > 2 >  2
p t  ( j 1 ) [GeV] >  35 >  130 > 35 >  35 >  35
p t (J2) [GeV] >  35 >  50 > 35 >  35 >  35
p t (j'4 ) [GeV] >  35 [35-50] — — —
m in[A^(jet1-4, Emiss)] >  0.4 >  0.4 >  0.4 >  0.4 >  0.4
b-jets any 2 j  and j  or j '3 or j 4) any 2 any 2 any 1
mbb [GeV] <  2 0 0 > 2 0 0 < 2 0 0 > 2 0 0 > 2 0 0
mg™ [GeV] <  170 >  170 <  170 >  170 <  170
E miss [GeV] >  2 0 0 > 2 0 0 >  2 0 0 >  2 0 0 >  2 0 0
m e [GeV] >  140 — > 1 2 0 [30-120] [30-120]
am e2 [GeV] <  250 — < 2 0 0 — > 2 0 0
meff [GeV] >  300 — — — —
mcT [GeV] <  250 >  250 — — —
E ^ / v H e  [GeV1/2] >  8 — > 8 > 8 >  8
Em?iss/meff — > 0.25 — — —
m min(b-jet1_ 2, E miss) [GeV] — — < 2 0 0 >  2 0 0 >  2 0 0
A^(b1, E miss) — — > 2 . 0 > 2 . 0 > 2 . 0
T able 5. Summary of the event selection in each control region corresponding to the b1L signal 
regions. The term lepton is used in the table to refer to signal electrons and muons. Jets ( j i ,  j 2, j 3  
and j 4) are labelled with an index corresponding to their decreasing order in pT.
VR Corresponding SR Selection changes
b0L-VRmctA b0L-SRA mmin(jet1_4,E™ss) < 250 GeV, 150 < mCT < 250 GeV
b0L-VRmbbA b0L-SRA m™in(jet1_4,E miss) < 250 GeV, 100 < mbb < 200 GeV
b0L-VRzB b0L-SRB mcT < 250 GeV, 200 < m™n(jet1_ 4 , E™ss) < 250 GeV, 
A  < 0.8, no selection on A^(bi,E™ ss) and A^(b2,E™ss)
b0L-VRttB b0L-SRB mcT < 250 GeV, 150 < m™in(jet1_4, E™ss) < 200 GeV, A  < 0.8
b0L-VRttC b0L-SRC mcT < 250 GeV, mmin(jet1_4, Emiss) < 250 GeV, 0.6 < A  < 0.8
b1L-VRamt2A b1L-SRA300-2j 30 < me < 140 GeV, mbb < 200 GeV
b1L-VRmbbA b1L-SRA300-2j ame2 < 250 GeV
b1L-VRamt2B b1L-SRB A^(bz, E miss) > 2.0, mbb > 200 GeV
b1L-VRmbbB b1L-SRB A^(b1,E m?iss) > 2.0, 30 < mT < 120 GeV
T able 6 . Summary of the VRs used in the analysis. Each VR  (left column) corresponds to a 
SR (middle column) defined in tables 1 and 2, with a few selection requirements changed (right 
column) to ensure the selection has low efficiency for the expected signal.
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Figure 2. Example kinematic distributions in some of the control regions. (a) Eiplss in b0L-CRwA, 
(b) Emiss’cor in b0L-CRzC, (c) mbb in b1L-CRstA and (d) mT in b1L-CRttB. In all distributions 
the MC normalization is rescaled using the results from the background-only fit, showing good 
agreement between data and the predicted SM shapes. The contributions from diboson, multijet 
and rare backgrounds are collectively called “Others” . The shaded-grey band shows the detector- 
related systematic uncertainties and the statistical uncertainties of the MC samples as detailed in 
section 7 and the last bin includes overflow events.
7 Systematic uncertainties
Several sources o f  experim ental and theoretical system atic uncertainty in the signal and 
background estim ates are considered in these analyses. Their im pact is reduced through the 
norm alization o f  the dom inant backgrounds in the control regions defined w ith kinem atic 
selections resem bling those o f the corresponding signal region (see section 6 ) . E xperi­
mental and theoretical uncertainties are included as nuisance parameters w ith Gaussian 
constraints in the likelihood fits, taking into account correlations between different regions. 
Uncertainties due to  the numbers o f  events in the C R s are also introduced in the fit for 
each region. T he dom inant contributions are sum m arized in table 7.
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Figure 3. Data and MC predictions for all CRs associated with all b0L and b1L SRs before the 
likelihood fit, as well as the results obtained by the likelihood fit. In the top panel the normal­
ization of the backgrounds is obtained from MC simulation and is the input value to the fit. The 
contributions from diboson, multijet and rare backgrounds are collectively called “Others” . The 
panels at the bottom show the ratio of the observed events in each CR to the MC estimate, and the 
value of the normalization factors (p) obtained for each of the backgrounds fitted. The uncertainty 
band around the MC prediction includes only the statistical uncertainty of the MC samples. The 
normalization factors p are presented for each region and SM background process and take into 
account statistical and detector-related systematic uncertainties.
Source \ Region
Experimental uncertainty
bOL-SRAx bOL-SRB b0L-SRC b1L-SRAx b1L-SRB b1L-SRA300-2j
JES 2.3 3.4% 5.7% 4.3% 1.2 -  1.5% 0.9% 6.9%
JER 0.9 3.3% 3.5% 11% 5.3 -  8.6% 0.9% 4%
b-tagging 3.3 4.3% 7.5% 4.7% 6.1 -  6.3% 2% 6.6%
Theoretical modelling uncertainty
Z+ jets 9.6 12% 13% 11% — — —
W  +jets 3.4 5.2% 4.7% 7.6% 1.3 -  1.6% 8.6% 7.9%
Top production 2.2 3.1% 6% 3.6% 19% 13% 22%
Table 7. Summary of the dominant experimental and theoretical uncertainties for each signal 
region in zero-lepton and one-lepton channels. Uncertainties are quoted as relative to the total SM 
background predictions, with a range indicated for the three bOL-SRAs and the two blL-SRAs. 
For theoretical modelling, uncertainties per dominant SM background process are quoted. The 




Figure 4. Results of the likelihood fit extrapolated to the VRs associated with the b0L and b1L 
analyses. The normalization of the backgrounds is obtained from the fit to the CRs. The upper 
panel shows the observed number of events and the predicted background yield. The contributions 
from diboson, multijet and rare backgrounds are collectively called “Others” . All uncertainties 
defined in section 7 are included in the uncertainty band. The lower panel shows the pulls in each 
VR, where <rtot is the error on the background estimation as a sum in quadrature of the systematic 
uncertainty and the statistical uncertainty on the estimate.
The dominant detector-related systematic effects are due to the uncertainties in the jet 
energy scale (JES) [59] and resolution (JER) [82], and in the b-tagging efficiency and mis- 
tagging rates. The latter are estimated by varying the n-, Pt - and flavour-dependent scale 
factors applied to each jet in the simulation within a range that reflects the systematic 
uncertainty in the measured tagging efficiency and mis-tag rates in 13 TeV data. The 
uncertainties associated with lepton and photon reconstruction and energy measurements 
are also considered but have a negligible impact on the final results. Lepton, photon and jet- 
related uncertainties are propagated to the ETplss calculation, and additional uncertainties 
are included in the energy scale and resolution of the soft term.
Uncertainties in the modelling of the SM background processes from MC simulation 
and their theoretical cross-section uncertainties are also taken into account. The dominant 
uncertainty arises from Z  + jets MC modelling for b0L-SRs and and single-top modelling 
(collectively referred to as “Top production” in table 7) for b1L-SRs. The Z  +jets (as 
well as W  +jets) modelling uncertainties are estimated by considering different merging 
(C K K W -L) and resummation scales using alternative samples, PD F variations from the 
NNPDF30NNLO replicas [46], as well as an envelope formed from seven-point scale varia­
tions o f the renormalization and factorization scales. The various components are added in 
quadrature. A  40% uncertainty [83] is assigned to the heavy-flavour jet content in W  +jets 
background, which is estimated from MC simulation in the one-lepton channel control re-
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gions. For b0L -S R A , b0L-SR C  and b1L-SR B  the uncertainty accounts for the different 
requirements on 6 -jets between the signal regions and the corresponding control regions.
Theoretical and m odelling uncertainties o f  the top  quark pair and single-top-quark 
(W t) backgrounds are com puted as the difference between the prediction from  nominal 
samples and those from  additional samples differing in generator or param eter settings. 
H adronization and PS uncertainties are estim ated using samples generated using P o w h e g -  
B o x  v2 and showered by H e r w i g + +  v2.7.1 [84] w ith the U EEE5 [85] underlying-event 
tune. Uncertainties related to  initial- and final-state radiation m odelling, PS tune and (for 
tt  only) choice o f hdamp param eter in P o w h e g -B o x  v2 are estim ated using alternative set­
tings o f  the event generators. Finally, an alternative generator M a d G r a p h 5 _ a M C @ N L O  
w ith showering by H e r w i g + +  v2.7.1 is used to  estim ate the event generator uncertainties. 
One additional uncertainty stems from  the m odelling o f  the interference between the ti and 
W t processes at N LO . Predictions from  an inclusive W W 6 6  sample generated at L O  using 
M a d G r a p h 5 _ a M C @ N L O  are com pared with the sum o f  the ti and W t predictions, and 
differences from  the nom inal predictions are taken as system atic uncertainties.
Uncertainties in backgrounds such as d iboson  and ttV  are also estim ated by com par­
isons o f  the nom inal sample with alternative samples differing in generator or param eter 
settings (P o w h e g  v2 with showering by P y t h ia  v8.210 for d ibosons; renorm alization and 
factorization  scale and A14 tune variations for t tV ) and contribute less than 5% to  the 
tota l uncertainty. The cross-sections used to  norm alize the M C  yields to  the highest order 
available are varied according to  the scale uncertainty o f  the theoretical calculation. The 
cross-section uncertainties are 5% for W  boson, Z  boson  and top  quark pair production , 
6 % for d ibosons, and 13% and 12% for ttW  and t t Z , respectively. Finally, a conservative 
1 0 0 % system atic uncertainty associated to  the m ultijet background estim ate is considered 
and found to  have a negligible effect.
For the SU SY signal processes, both  the experim ental and theoretical uncertainties 
in the expected  signal yield are considered. Experim ental uncertainties are found to  be 
between 15% and 30% across the 6 1 - x 0  mass plane for exclusive 6 1 ^  6x1 decays and 
between 10% and 25% for m odels where b ottom  squarks decay w ith a significant branching 
ratio as 6 1 ^  tx ± , assuming the one-lepton  channel selection. In all SRs, they are largely 
dom inated by the uncertainty in the 6 -tagging efficiency. Theoretical uncertainties in the 
N L O + N L L  cross-section are calculated for each SU SY signal scenario and are dom inated by 
the uncertainties in the renorm alization and factorization scales, followed by the uncertainty 
in the P D F . T h ey  vary between 15% and 25% for bottom  squark masses in the range 
between 400 GeV and 1100 GeV. A dditional uncertainties in the acceptance and efficiency 
due to  the m odelling o f  initial-state radiation and scale variations in SU SY signal M C 
samples are also taken into account and contribute up to  about 1 0 %.
8 Results and interpretation
Tables 8  and 9 report the observed num ber o f events and the SM prediction after the 
background-only fit for each signal region in the zero-lepton and one-lepton  channels, re­
spectively. The background-only fit results are com pared to  the pre-fit predictions based
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b0L - S ignal R eg ion SRA350 SRA450 SRA550 SRB SRC
Observed 81 24 1 0 45 7
Total background (fit) 70 ±  13 22 ±  5 7.2 ±  1.5 37 ±  7 5.5 ±  1.5
Z  +jets 46 ±  12 13.6 ±  3.7 4.0 ±  1.2 20.0 ±  5.2 2.3 ±  0.8
tt 2 . 0  ±  0 . 6 0.5 ±  0.2 0.16 ±  0.07 5.1 ±  2.7 0.8 ±  0.3
Single top 4.7 ±  3.4 1 . 2  ±  1 . 0 0.5 ±  0.3 2 . 6  ±  1 . 1 0.7 ±  0.3
W +jets 15 ±  5 5.0 ±  1.8 2.4 ±  1.0 5.5 ±  2.0 1.3 ±  0.8
Others 2.5 ±  1.7 1.4 ±  1.2 0.07 ±  0.03 4.0 ±  1.1 0.4 ±  0.1
Total background (MC exp.) 60.4 18.5 6 . 2 28 5.4
Z  +jets 34.9 10.3 3.0 13.1 1.9
tt 1.9 0.45 0.16 3.8 1 . 2
Single top 1 0 2.5 1 . 0 2 . 6 0.7
W +jets 1 1 . 6 4.0 1.9 4.2 1 . 2
Others 2.5 1.3 0.07 4.0 0.4
T able 8 . Fit results in the b0L signal regions. The background normalization parameters are 
obtained from the fit in the control regions and are applied to the SRs. Smaller backgrounds such 
as diboson, ttV , multijet and rare processes are indicated as “Others” . The individual uncertainties, 
including statistical, detector-related and theoretical systematic components, are symmetrized and 
can be correlated. They do not necessarily add in quadrature to the total systematic uncertainty.
on M C  simulation. The largest background contribution  in b0L-SRs arises from  Z  ^  v t  
produced in association with b-quarks followed by W  + je ts  production , whilst top  quark 
and W  + je ts  production  dom inates SM predictions for b1L-SRs. The results are also sum­
marized in figure 5 , where the pulls for each o f  the SRs are also presented. N o significant 
excess above the expected  Standard M odel background yield is observed, although b1L- 
SRA300-2j presents a d iscrepancy between data and SM predictions o f  about 1.5a.
Figure 6  shows the com parison between the observed data and the SM predictions for 
som e relevant kinem atic distributions for the b0L and b1L selections. For illustrative pur­
poses, the distributions expected  for scenarios w ith different bottom  squark and neutralino 
masses depending on the SR  considered are shown.
The results are translated into upper limits on contributions from  physics beyond the 
SM (B SM ) for each signal region. The C L s m ethod [8 6 , 87] is used to  derive the confidence 
level o f  the exclusion; signal m odels w ith a C L s value below  0.05 are said to  be excluded 
at 95% CL. The profile-likelihood-ratio test statistic is used to  exclude the signal-plus- 
background hypothesis for specific signal m odels. (SeXp) is the observed (expected)
upper limit at 95% CL on the num ber o f events from  B SM  phenom ena for each signal 
region. These limits, when norm alized by the integrated lum inosity o f  the data sample, 
m ay be interpreted as upper limits on the visible cross-section o f  B SM  physics, a vis, defined 
as the product o f the production  cross-section, the acceptance and the selection efficiency 
o f  a BSM  signal. Table 10 summarizes S 9bs, SeXp, and a vis for all SRs, together with the 
po-values, which represent the probability o f  the SM background alone to  fluctuate to  the 
observed num ber o f events or higher.
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b1L- Signal Region SRA600 SRA750 SRB SRA300-2j
Observed 2 1 13 69 1 2
Total background (fit) 24 ±  6 15 ±  4 53 ±  12 6.7 ±  2.3
tt 10 ±  5 5.5 ±  2.7 16 ±  7 2.4 ±  1.3
Single top 7 ±  4 4.5 ±  2.8 10 ±  5 3.3 ±  2.0
W  + jets 0.9 ±  0.5 0.6 ±  0.3 17 ±  8 0.4 ±  0.3
ttV 5.4 ±  0.6 4.0 ±  0.5 9 ± 1 0 . 6  ±  0 . 1
Others 0.07 ±  0.02 0.07 ±  0.03 1.8 ±  0.3 0.07 ±  0.02
Total background (M C exp.) 27 17 52 8.4
tt 9 5.1 16 2 . 2
Single top 1 1 7.1 14 5.2
W  + jets 0.9 0 . 6 1 1 0.4
ttV 5.4 4.0 9 0 . 6
Others 0.07 0.07 1 . 8 0.07
T able 9. Fit results in the b1L signal regions. The background normalization parameters are 
obtained from the background-only fit in the control regions and are applied to the SRs. Smaller 
backgrounds such as diboson, Z  +jets, multijet and rare processes are indicated as “Others” . The 
individual uncertainties, including detector-related and theoretical systematic components, are sym­
metrized and can be correlated. They do not necessarily add in quadrature to the total systematic 
uncertainty.
Signal channel ( e A r ) 0 bs[fb] S 95 Sobs
S 95 
Sexp P0  ( Z )
b0L-SR A 350 1.06 38.2 30.9—11.3 0.28 (0.60)
b0L-SR A 450 0.43 15.6 13.9+3.8 0.37 (0.34)
b0L-SR A 550 0.30 10.7 7.8+1.6 0.20 (0.85)
b0L-SR B 0.72 26.1 19.9+5.4 0.23 (0.74)
b0L-SR C 0.24 8.7 6.8+1.3 0.30 (0.54)
b1L-SR A 300-2j 0.39 14.1 9 . 3 + 3  5  3 —3.1 0.08 (1.43)
b1L-SR A 600 0.38 13.6 14.8+4.4 0.50 (0.00)
b1L-SR A 750 0.27 9.9 11.2+2.3 0.50 (0.00)
b1L-SR B 1 . 1 2 40.3 28.7—1027 0 . 2 1  (0.80)
T able  10. Left to right: 95% CL upper limits on the visible cross-section ((eA c)—s) and on the 
number of signal events (S—s ). The third column (S—p) shows the 95% CL upper limit on the 
number of signal events, given the expected number (and ± 1 r  variations of the expected number) 
of background events. The last column reports the p0-values and Z  (the number of equivalent 
Gaussian standard deviations). The maximum allowed p0-value is truncated at 0.5.
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Figure 5. Results of the likelihood fit extrapolated to the SRs associated with the b0L and b1L 
analyses. The normalization of the backgrounds is obtained from the fit to the CRs. The upper 
panel shows the observed number of events and the predicted background yields. The contributions 
from diboson, multijet and rare backgrounds are collectively called “Others” . All uncertainties 
defined in section 7 are included in the uncertainty band. The lower panel shows the pulls in each 
SR, where <rtot is the error on the background estimation as a sum in quadrature of the systematic 
uncertainty and the statistical uncertainty on the estimate.
Exclusion limits are obtained assuming two types of SUSY particle mass hierarchy 
such that the lightest bottom  squark decays either exclusively via b? ^  by? or into multi­
ple channels, b? ^  by? and b? ^  i x f ,  assuming a 50% branching ratio and A m (x f ,X i )  ~  
1 GeV. The first set of scenarios is targeted by the zero-lepton channel SRs only. For m od­
els with mixed decays, the expected limits from the SRs are compared and the observed 
limits are obtained by statistically combining the most sensitive zero-lepton SR with the 
most sensitive one-lepton SR. In all cases, the fit procedure takes into account correlations 
in the yield predictions between control and signal regions due to common background 
normalization parameters and systematic uncertainties. The experimental systematic un­
certainties in the signal are taken into account for this calculation and are assumed to be 
fully correlated with those in the SM background.
For the exclusive b? ^  bx? decay mode, at each point o f the parameter space the SR 
with the best expected sensitivity is used. Sensitivity to scenarios with the largest mass 
difference between the b? and the x? is achieved with the most stringent m CT threshold 
(b0L-SRA550). Sensitivity to scenarios with intermediate and small mass differences is 
obtained with the dedicated b0L-SRB and b0L-SRC selections, respectively. For the mixed- 
decays scenarios, a statistical combination is computed with the results of the zero-lepton 
and one-lepton channels as explained above. A  combined fit is performed simultaneously 
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Figure 6. Distributions of (a) m CT in b0L-SRA, (b) min[mT(jet1-4, Emlss)] in b0L-SRB, (c) A  in 
b0L-SRC, (d) m bb in b1L-SRA300-2j, (e) meff in b1L-SRA, (f) mT in b1L-SRB. All selection criteria 
are applied, except the selection on the variable that is displayed in each of the plots. The arrows 
indicate the final selection applied in the signal regions. The shaded-grey band shows the detector- 
related systematic uncertainties and the statistical uncertainties on the MC samples. The SM 
backgrounds are normalized to the values determined in the fit. The contributions from diboson, 
multijet and rare backgrounds are collectively called “Others” . For illustration the distribution 
expected from selected signal models are overlaid. The last bin includes overflow events.
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Figure 7. (a) Observed and expected exclusion contours at 95% CL, as well as ± 1 a  variation of 
the expected limit, in the 61-X i mass plane. The SR with the best expected sensitivity is adopted 
for each point of the parameter space. The yellow band around the expected limit (dashed line) 
shows the impact of the experimental and SM background theoretical uncertainties. The dotted 
lines show the impact on the observed limit of the variation of the nominal signal cross-section 
by ±1<r of its theoretical uncertainties. (b) Same, for scenarios where multiple decay modes are 
considered for bottom squarks. The statistical combination of b0L-SRs and b1L-SRs is used in this 
case. In (b) differences between expected and observed contours around m  ^ =  500 GeV arise from 
the one a level discrepancy between the data and the predicted SM background contributions in 
b0L-SRB and b1L-SRB.
(61, X1) mass plane close to the kinematic boundaries is obtained with the combination 
o f the b0L-SR450 and b1L-SRB regions whilst stringent constraints on models with large 
mass differences are achieved with the results from the combination o f zero-lepton and 
one-lepton SRs with the most stringent m CT and meff thresholds, respectively.
Figures 7a and 7b show the observed (solid line) and expected (dashed line) exclusion 
contours at 95% CL in the 61 -X 0 mass plane for the two types o f SUSY scenarios considered. 
Bottom  squark masses up to 950 (860) GeV are excluded for X1 masses below 420 (250) GeV 
in models with exclusive (mixed) decay modes. Multiple-decay bottom  squark models 
are phenomenologically equivalent to models characterized by the pair production o f top 
squarks decaying as i 1 ^  tX0 and i 1 ^  6X±, with the same assumptions for the branching 
ratios and A m (X ± ,X 1). Hence the results can be interpreted as exclusion limits on top 
squark masses.
9 Conclusion
The results o f a search for pair production o f bottom  and top squarks are reported. The 
analysis uses 36.1 fb -1  of pp collisions at a/ s =  13 TeV collected by the ATLAS experiment 
at the Large Hadron Collider in 2015 and 2016. Third-generation squarks are searched for 
in events containing large missing transverse momentum and jets, exactly two of which
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are identified as b-jets. Selections are defined w ith either no charged leptons (electrons 
and m uons) in the final state, or one charged lepton. Zero-lepton  channel signal regions 
target R -parity-conserving m odels in which the b1 is the lightest squark and is assumed to  
decay exclusively via b1 ^  6%1, where Xu is the lightest neutralino. O ne-lepton channel 
signal regions target m odels where bottom  or top  squarks are produced and can decay 
into m ultiple channels, b1 ^  b y ! and b1 ^  t y f ,  or b1 ^  t y 0  and b1 ^  6 %^, where x ±  is 
the lightest chargino and the mass difference — m^o is set to  1 GeV. N o significant
excess above the expected  Standard M odel background is found and exclusion limits at 
95%  confidence level are placed on the visible cross-section and on the mass of the bottom  
(or top ) squark. B ottom  squark masses up to  950 GeV are excluded for x0 masses below  
420 GeV in m odels w ith exclusive decay m odes. B ottom  or top  squark masses up to  
860 GeV are excluded for x ?  masses below  250 GeV in m odels w ith mixed decay m odes 
w ith equal branching ratios. The results significantly im prove upon  previous Run-1 and 
R u n - 2  searches at the A T L A S  experim ent and strengthen the constraints on bottom  and 
top  squark masses.
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